C. Member of the Government Constructive (MG)  5 minutes

1. Provide Overviews
   a. brief and partisan view of the round show the contrast

2. Attack opposition independent analysis
   a. destroy or dismiss the opposition’s argument

3. Rebuild/review government case
   a. never concede the superiority of an opposition argument

4. Introduce new arguments
   a. avoid the MO ‘dump’ take up his/her time

D. Member of the Opposition Constructive (MO)  5 minutes

1. Review opposition philosophy
   a. overview the debate...aim at both sides & their underlying philosophies

2. Counter member of government
   a. analyze MG’s speech; case shifts, contradictions, dropped arguments

3. Cover main issues
   a. weigh the round by contrasting the two cases

4. Introduce new points and analysis
   a. can ‘dump’ a large # of new arguments

E. Leader of the Opposition Rebuttal (LOR)  4 minutes

1. Address main issues
   a. recap both sides by comparison

2. Crystallize with new examples
   a. new examples to support old arguments

3. Provide dichotomies
   a. they do x and x is bad, we do y and y is good

4. Conclusion

F. Prime Minister Rebuttal (PMR)  4 minutes

1. Summarize Round
   a. give an overview of value clashes

2. Address crucial issues
   a. choose your battles carefully

3. Crystallize with new examples
   a. new examples to support old arguments

4. Provide dichotomies
   a. they do x and x is bad, we do y and y is good

5. Conclusion